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& Spotlight
Global Knowledge Commons
There's general consensus on the fact
that technology makes health systems
more efficient and helps improve the
quality of life of citizens. Despite this,
eHealth and mHealth's full
implementation has still a long way to
go. One of the challenges it needs to
overcome is to provide enough
knowledge and evidence that it works.

JHU Bootcamp for Technology
Entrepreneurs

JHUmHealth.org has a New Look!
The JHU-GmI website has moved to a new host and completely redesigned.
Running on an Ajax based platform, the site offers more responsive interaction
and flexible and adaptable modules which in turn means a more streamlined
design so that you can find information quickly and easily. Please share the new
site!

CBID Students are Looking for Problem Statements
The JHU Center for Bioengineering and Deisgn is looking for project ideas and
problem statements for students to use as a foundation for their work. These
projects begin during the summer session, please submit those ideas as soon as
you can. Follow this link here and give them a challenge!
If you have recent publications to share, please send them to
yc.mhealth@gmail.com to be added to future newsletters and the JHUGmI Website.

The second annual Johns Hopkins
University Boot Camp for Technology
Entrepreneurs in summer 2015.
Following the highly successfully 2014
boot camp, with over 70 participants
from over a dozen departments and
divisions. Please take advantage of this
wonderful opportunity to learn how to
commercialize your discoveries so they
reach patients faster. The event allows
you to connect with industry mentors
who have extensive knowledge in the
process of technology
commercialization and
entrepreneurship, and you’ll learn from
experts through lectures and
workshops. Teams will get hands-on
experience in conducting primary and
secondary market research, and will
hear from real entrepreneurs and
venture capitalists on what it takes to
succeed.

To submit new mHealth projects, please complete the form here:
tinyurl.com/gmiproject
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mHealth News in
Review
VA begins clinical trial of mobile
app PTSD Coach
According to a posting on
ClinicalTrials.gov, the US Department
of Veterans Affairs is embarking on a
new clinical trial of its PTSD Coach
app, to test whether the app is more
effective with clinician support.

App-Based
Vision Test
gets Second
FDA
Clearance,
Remote Trial
with Scripps,
Roche
New Jersey offers pharmacists,
doctors app to help monitor
prescription drug abuse
NJ Division of Consumer Affairs has
launched a new app for iPhones that
will allow authorized users of the
state’s prescription monitoring
program, prescribers & pharmacists
licensed in NJ, access via smartphone.

Do the FDA’s Regulations
Governing Medical Devices
Need to Be Overhauled?
Medical devices can save lives, but in
recent years it has become clear how
hazardous they are when they
malfunction: metal hips that fail;
bloodstream filters that fracture;
defibrillator wires that break down.
mVT addresses age-related macular
degeneration, which is one of the
leading causes of blindness. It allows
patients to track subtle changes in their
vision and automatically alerts their
physician, which enables doctors to
launch an intervention early, before the
patient loses more of their vision.

JAMA, BMJ each call for more
health app evidence
Two of the biggest medical journals in
the world have taken up some big
picture mhealth questions: How are
patients to know which apps work out
of the sea of available options, and
should healthy patients make use of
mobile health apps and devices at all?

In-Depth: Pharma steps up
digital health efforts
Get the latest news daily!
Visit the GmI Newsfeed at
tinyurl.com/gmidaily or navigate from
www.jhumhealth.org for a curated
stream of current community topics.

For the more than six years that
MobiHealthNews has been covering
the world of mobile and digital health
pharma has always been one group that
seemed just ready to break in. While
providers and even payors have
publicly gotten their hands dirty

Analysis: 'Doc Fix' bill will
propel mHealth
The so-called "Doc Fix" bill may be
heavily debated as to its merits, but a
recent review of the new law finds that
mHealth & telemedicine benefit greatly.
The Medicare Access and CHIP
Reauthorization Act (HR2), passed by
Congress on April 15 and signed into
law one day later, marks a noticeable
shift away from the old fee-for-service
model of healthcare and toward
innovative care delivery systems.

Round-up of digital health news
from HIMSS15
MobiHealthNews has rounded up
all the mobile and digital health
news that came out of HIMSS15.
Click the headline for reports from the
keynote stage, recaps of sideline
conversations, and more from the past
week.
experimenting with telemedicine,
remote patient monitoring, and patient
engagement apps, pharma has largely
been moving in the shadows through
investments, or dipping their toe in the
water with small, autonomous
innovation groups.
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INFORMATION SYSTEM OUTCOME HEALTH TEAM
WORKFLOW ROLES TRANSPARENCY SERVICE
WORKERS TASKS PROJECT CONCISE MOBILE SIGNAL
INNOVATION MEASURE STRATEGY DATA UBIQUITY
MAINTAIN AN INTEGRATE OPEN FUTURE SENSE
INTELLIGENCE AWARE IDEA INDIVIDUALIZED SEEKING
COLLABORATION IMPLEMENTER'S FLEXIBLE REAL
COMMUNITY DECISION EFFECTIVE RIGOROUS
EXPERIENCE PRACTICAL DATABASE SECURITY
SCIENCE APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE MOBILITY
EVOLUTION
NOTES PROGRAMMING
REVIEW
COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS MANAGMENTWEB SHARE
DEVELOPMENT LEVERAGING SERVICE PROCESSES
ADVANCED LIBRARY MEDIA ADAPTABLE AUTOMATION
EFFICIENCY RESEARCH SETS BIG DATA HARDWARE
STACK TECH STACK WIRELESS BY COMMUNICATION
NETWORK INTRA STORAGE
CRAIG LEARNING
BUSINESS HORIZONTAL DISCOVER
ENVIRONMENT
PLATFORM INTUITIVE RESPONSIVE USE APPL DIGITAL
An Implementer's Notes
by Craig Appl

An implementer's task is to assess a situation, match

technology and stand up a robust information system that
sustainably meets the needs of an organization and their
clients. Over the past decade, I have implemented smallscale projects at small businesses, NGOs and the
government. Each of these positions have allowed me to
innovate as an entrepreneur, implementing technology to
make business run a little more efficiently. I aim to share a
number of implementer's notes that help me get from
idea to product in an efficient manner.
A major component of implementing is selling
the idea to the individuals within the organization.
Demonstrating value of a new technology presents a

challenge as there's a lot of time between initial
conversations and actually getting value from the
information system – many gains are often incremental
and build upon each other over an entire system. The
typical conversation resembles...Our outcome 'x' can be
achieved with system 'y'. The system capabilities are often
touted as being a near fit for the organization to reach its
outcomes, with an unclear roadmap to turn those
capabilities into action. In my experience, I find more
success using a more transparent route. System capability
'a' allow us to collect data points 'b, c, d & e' that can then
be aggregated into report 'f' that's submitted to manager
'g' who can then choose to do 'h' or 'i' toward outcome 'x'.
This granularity affords us a greater understanding of a
particular system and its ability to achieve the outcomes
of the organization.
Continued >
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A major component of implementing is selling the idea to
the individuals within the organization. Demonstrating
value of a new technology presents a challenge as there's a
lot of time between initial conversations and actually
getting value from the information system – many gains
are often incremental and build upon each other over an
entire system. The typical conversation resembles...Our
outcome 'x' can be achieved with system 'y'. The system
capabilities are often touted as being a near fit for the
organization to reach its outcomes, with an unclear
roadmap to turn those capabilities into action. In my
experience, I find more success using a more transparent
route. System capability 'a' allow us to collect data points
'b, c, d & e' that can then be aggregated into report 'f'
that's submitted to manager 'g' who can then choose to do
'h' or 'i' toward outcome 'x'. This granularity affords us a
greater understanding of a particular system and its ability
to achieve the outcomes of the organization.
The investment in an IT team shows if and how an
organization values their information. Technology, and
the teams that support it, are a means to an end. They
enable streamlined business processes, information and
communication. The technical team doesn't just maintain
computers and networks, they ensure the organization is
connected so information can flow through an
organization's systems and people can act on the right
information at the right time. A good IT team is proactive
in nature, seeking problems and performing preventive
maintenance to ensure our organizations operate with
maximum uptime.

"... information is
only as good as

the data that's
entered."

"Great information
systems rely on a
foundation of excellent
people and services."
My first request is to be introduced to the IT team so I
can develop a strategy toward implementation. Some of
my main concerns are : Is this IT team proactive? Are
they ensuring uptime? Are they documenting their work?
How is this reported to the management and what actions
does the management take? These questions are key to
identify how involved the management is in the
functioning of their information systems and their
integration into the organization as a whole.
If an organization doesn't have an IT team, I may be
faced with a number of hurdles before I can begin an
implementation. Do I need to convince the management
that information is valuable, or do I need to convince
them that a specific system is valuable? How do they
intend on using the new technology and/or the data it
produces? However, If there is an IT team on site,
actively managing the technology and information
systems, I can focus on implementing the specific system,
using the existing foundation as a building block. I made
many erroneous assumptions in my early career, I didn’t
realize the importance of identifying a true starting point
and determining how organizational information is valued
before getting started. Great information systems rely on
a foundation of excellent people and services. For
example, a typical Software as a Service (SaaS) mHealth
deployment relies on solid training of front line workers
(FLWs), access to electricity, a mobile network provider,
organizational management and a deep stack (an
organized data collection from which information enters
and exits) from the SaaS provider. Every piece in this
complex puzzle has it's own strengths and weaknesses. We
can research and compensate for known issues like
electrical outages, 3G reception problem areas and the
like. However, the success of an implementation is most
reliant on the organizational management and how they
value information.
Continued >
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Unlock your phone and check your email. This simple act
of accessing the information in your email requires a great
deal of technology. The technology in this case includes
the phone and email application. The information is the
content of the email message that you read and act upon.
Again, the technology is a means to an end. The end is
successful access and action on information.I find that
this point is a differentiating factor between the full
adoption of an implementation and only adopting the
technical component of the implementation. For example,
many agree that a FLW can perform their job better with
a mobile phone. The FLW is often thrilled just to have a
device. Training ensures that they have the necessary skills
to add and receive value from the device as a part of their
normal job function. This training must ensure that the
FLW understands how their data contribution helps them,
their clients and system as a whole. Simply put, the FLW
isn't getting a phone, they're getting access to contribute
and receive actionable information. If this isn't clear at the
FLW and line management levels, the phone becomes a
phone and the information system isn't as valuable as
intended.

The implementer must consider multiple levels of
reporting to ensure that management receives value. For
example, a daily snapshot of FLW work is perfect for the
front line manager so they can ensure the work completed
by a team member is accurate and in line with the
organization’s goals. Additionally, weekly snapshots that
aggregate the week’s activities are incredible for executives
to see the progress of the team’s work. These are
standardized reports that can be generated by the system.
The real value arrives when managers get their hands on
live data. This point is critical because the information is
realized and management can begin a strategic decisionmaking process based on real data. The implementer then
shifts roles to data analyst and sees how they can slice the
data to further maximize management’s value received
from the information system. Unfortunately, it’s a trial and
error task where the implementer presents their
perspective and management returns with further
requirements. The benefit from this short-term iterative
process is that it serves to hone the standardized reports
into high-value actionable information used to guide and
manage the organization.

After assessment, the implementer's workflow involves
standing up technology, customizing it to the
implementation and going live. The go live date is just the
beginning of a much bigger project that will eventually
add value to the organization. Next we start to get data in
to the technology. Once we have data, we're able to
retrieve actionable information out of the system.
However, this information is only as good as the data
that's entered, the old adage “Garbage in, Garbage Out”
still applies. That's when we get to the management's role
in information.
An implementation's success relies on the buy-in from
management at all levels of an organization. Human
systems must be in place to ensure good data is collected
and aggregated that is then acted upon. The information
system is only as good as the data that's entered and the
data that's entered is only as good as the human that
manages it. Front line managers must have the
responsibility and authority to ensure their team is
engaged, contributing to and receiving value from these
information systems. High-level managers must also
receive actionable information that adds value to their
work, ensuring that the implementation flourishes.

You can find more of Craig's experiences in global
health, project management and information
technology on his blog GH + PM + IT found at:
craigappl.github.io
Craig works in Nepal in Infomation Technology with
Maiti Nepal to help combat human trafficking. He
graduated from JHU with an MPH in public health
informatics in 2013.
You can contact Craig at:
http://craigappl.github.io/contact
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Upcoming Events
TechChange
is formally launching a new service that
helps organizations and projects build
and deliver their own online courses to
audiences around the world.

mHealth Working Group
Deep Dive on budgeting for
mHealth
Mark your calendars for May 12,
from 1 pm to 5 pm EST, join the
mHealth Working Group’s “Deep
Dive” meeting in Washington, DC.

This workshop is designed to help
mHealth program managers and
implementers consider the various costs
of mHealth interventions and to see
how their assumptions stack up against
others’. Participants will learn by
sharing their experiences, lessons,
mistakes, and questions across a large
number of contexts. There is no charge,
but there will participant limit. Held at
the PATH office in Washington, DC.

ICT4D 2015 – Increasing Impact
Through innovation
May 27-29, 2015
Chicago, IL

GT2015 – Global Telehealth 2015
May 29-30, 2015
Delta Toronto Hotel
Ontario, Canada

JHU-GmI Events
Digital Data Tools Workshop

II

Friday, May 1, 2015
12pm-1:30pm
W3011
This session will showcase Magpi.
Lunch will be provided.

CVD/Aging mHealth Interest
Group
Monday, April 27, 2015
4pm-5pm
W2029
Discuss existing research in progress
and help identify areas for future
research.

Impact+Innovation
If your Department or Center is holding an mHealth
related event, let us know in advance so that we can help
promote it! Send details to yc.mhealth@gmail.com

Hosted by Social Innovation Lab at
JHU
Monday, April 27, 2015
5:30pm-8pm
Chevy Chase Conference Center
For Details Click Here
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emocha has launched a system in South Africa to link thousands of patients afflicted with multi-drug resistant tuberculosis
(MDR-TB) to specialized clinics for care. Tuberculosis is the leading cause of death in South Africa. Currently, close to
16,000 people are diagnosed with a more deadly drug resistant strain of the virus every year. Of these, half do not return to
the clinic for care after diagnosis. To bridge the gap, emocha has created a data interface with the National Health Lab
Service (NHLS) and engineered three mobile applications that work in harmony to identify patients and coordinate care
from diagnosis through initiation of treatment.
Primary Health Clinics, Linkage Officers, and specialized MDR-TB Clinics each have a tablet-based application to register,
track, and document contact and initiation of patients. In addition, patients are alerted to NHLS laboratory results to
improve continuity of care.
The project is part of the MDR-TB Partnership, an international, multi-sector effort to stop Tuberculosis. The initiative is
led by Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing Associate Professor, Dr. Jason Farley, in collaboration with emocha, the
National Department of Health South Africa, Jhpiego-SA, and the NHLS.

Find us on Twitter @JHUmHealth

Or find us on other channels by
searching for:
Johns Hopkins Global mHealth
Initiative
GmI is also on Instagram under
instagram.com/gmijhu

If you have an idea of something you would like to see in the
newsletter or would like to contribute in any way the
input/help is appreciated. Do not hesitate to contact me
(yc.mealth@gmail.com) if you would like to participate.
Submission deadline for any upcoming issue is the 3rd Friday
of the month, early submissions are always welcome.

-Yorghos

Join us online and stay connected!
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Within this short time period, students set up a
‘happiness survey’. Participants texted the keyword
‘happy’ to an established number, which triggered a
series of questions and were able to observe the system
working in real time.

Digital Data Tools: Text It
by Jessica Houston
Data collection and management are critical components
of community-level outreach programs and research
studies. Mobile technologies for data collection are useful
tools when applied to identified health system constraints.
In today’s connected world, digital tools increase the
speed at which data can be collected, decrease error in
collection, and provide a reach that simply cannot be
matched with human power. Text It, a SMS platform,
allows users to create applications for data collection
anywhere in the world.

2. Set up a flow for data collection.
By asking a yes or no question to determine if one
was happy today, users could reply with a yes or no.
Depending on response, users were routed to a series
of questions. Yes, triggered one series and No,
triggered an alternate set. Though this is an example
of a binary response, designers could also establish
questions that require numeric or multiple choice
responses, establish feedback loops for error
responses, and set up groups to send targeted
messages as needed. Designers can see responses
and counts through each step in the flow in real time
and trouble shoot when necessary.
3. Beta test internally.

Who it is good for
Text It is an excellent resource for anyone interested in
collecting data. The platform handles most of the
underlying coding process, which makes the system easy
to use. Though this post is primarily focused on
collecting data with health systems in mind, the potential
for use is wide.

How it works
Text It is actually quite easy to use once you have an
idea of the information that you would like to
collect. One of the most critical pieces to consider
when integrating digital tools into a health systems
program is who will be submitting the data. This
affects the types of questions one would ask and
how one would ask them, and should be determined
prior to setting up the Text It Flow. After this has
been established, designers can set up an application
with 4 steps in mind
:

1. Set up a contact number and keyword.Initially,
the SMS application designer will establish a
keyword.
This word, when texted by a user, triggers a series of
questions, “flows”, to their mobile phone. This was
recently demo’d Text it in the April workshop.

When you build out your flow, you can test it internally
through a simulator. Doing so allows designers to visually
see how users might interact with your application,
identify areas that need to be tweaked, and determine the
best way to route error responses naturally through a
feedback loop that works its way back into your flow.
Deploying the tools internally or to a small group of users
to beta test the design and usability is an important step
before launching.

4. Launch your application to users.
Once a designer has finalized the application, it can be
integration into the health system to support and
maximize broader health system goals.

Is Text It my only option
Other data collection and messaging applications:
• Tiger Text, used in patient care, recently partnered with
Apple to launch their messaging system in the Apple
Watch.
• Open Data Kit is a free, open source mobile tool for
designers to build forms, collect data, and aggregate the
data for use.
• Magpi is a data collection tool that enables designers to
collect data on any mobile device. The workshop session
for Magpi will be on May 1st at 12pm in W3011
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The Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, in collaboration with the Johns Hopkins School of
Medicine is pleased to announce that the

Public Health Informatics Certificate Training Program
is accepting applications. Deadline June 15, 2015

Public Health focus Informatics Program

Clinical focus Informatics Program

The goal of the program is to offer training in methods
and concepts of health informatics and health
information technology for application to public health.
It is designed for current and future public health
professionals who wish to develop expertise or
specialization in this area. This program results in a
Maryland State-approved Post-Baccalaureate Certificate
in “Public Health Informatics. Courses for this program
are available completely online. Individuals residing in
the Mid-Atlantic region may also take selected courses
on site.

The program consists of seven 3 credit courses, one of
which is the practicum, all offered on a quarterly basis.
The entire program can be taken remotely.

The training program focuses on the following
core informatics topics:
• Overview of public health and biomedical informatics
• Population health informatics
• Health information systems design and development
• Health information technology standards and systems
interoperability
• Systems evaluation and leadership in health sciences
informatics

Click here for more information

Educational Objectives

:

Support or lead development of strategic direction for
health information within the clinical enterprise
Participate in or lead development of clinical knowledge
management tools
Support or lead the health IT systems development,
procurement, and implementation process
Support or lead evaluation of health information
systems and applications
Represent the enterprise’s interest in the national health
IT debates, and particularizes that debate to meet local
needs

Intended Audience
Clinicians (physicians, nurses, dentists, doctors)
Health specialists, including librarians and information
managers seeking health IT skills.
Programmers/software engineers seeking health IT
skills.

Click here for more information
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